"salt green streams"
War is bound as a side-line to enrich our vocabulary. It .also
plays us odd contrasting tricks of then and now, before and to-day,
once and how different. Once, "la donna e mobile" stood for
a roystering tenor solo in Italian opera. Now its literal translation:
"the woman is mobile" is a categorical label from the Ministry
of Labour. La Donna who was mobile was an obliging Donna,
or so the Duke suggested with a touch of lewdness; how different
from the woman who (being mobile) can be directed with little
consideration for the seductive aspects of her femininity, to the
Services or to factories at any distance from her domicile. I wish
a job could have been invented to consist of remoulding certain
words which have to be used in war-time till at least they look
a little nearer to the heart's desire. "Restrictions" and "Utility"
are examples of such words which should never have been allowed
into general use, for they have no trumpet appeal to stir the blood
and rouse an ardent sense of patriotism. Words which perforce
must be used over and over again in the Press or on the wireless, on
posters of appeal, and exhortation, need not be flamboyant and
hot-making, but neither should they have a dry, cranxping,
threatening sound about them.
"Restriction" is a claustrophobic word j it pulls in and tightens
your breathing-spface. "Utility" is the quintessence of dullness;
no one could conjure banners and a cheering crowd out of utility;
it is so glum that even when joined to names like Molyneux and
Hartnell, it remains suspect. It is a fact that thousands, when con-
fronted with really excellent goods not lacking in beauty, have
exclaimed: "Oh, no thanks, not for me; not if it's utility \"
"Evacuee" is a brutal contemptuous word which should have been
thrown into the refuse bin from the word Go. " Salvage", on the
other hand, has a hint of gay rescue about it. " Call-up" is distinctly
inspiring; "register" is not. I will try and believe people who
tell me that thek heart leaps up when they behold Woolton Pie
on the menu; and if they add: "it helps the war-effort", my heart
will leap up too, because war-effort implies collaboration, whereas
Woolton Ke has a sound of more "woolly" vegetables than it
deserves; if christened" Caravan Pie", we could stfll silently salute
Lord Woolton and his spectacular achievement with every mouthful..
Yesterday I was told an anecdote of an old lady who once upon
a time sent a message to her grocer that he must change that last
package of tea, for she wouldn't touch the wretched stuff with
a barge-pole. He sent back a profound apology, saying there had
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